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NEWSFLASH
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NOVEMBER 2015

Dear Droners, after a longer pause, here's a massive new update (120 new entries!), the 6th update for this year, NOVEMBER 2015!
(a much better looking formatted version can be seen / downloaded from: )
www.dronerecords.de/download/Newsflash15-11pdf

label announcement: OUT NOW!!

* TOY BIZARRE - kdi dctb 180

10" (Substantia Innominata SUB-22) * € 15,00

Two phantastic transformative pieces created from field recordings made at a 'hidden place' in France: "It’s a place where you can feel there is something. There is a path deep in the woods, where, as a child, I used to run
- walking was really too frightening there. Spent a lot of time there, trying to track down the essence of the place, trying to catch the unknown." [Cedric Peyronnet / toy bizarre] Lim. 300 / clear vinyl

as usual SOME PERSONAL RECOMMENDATIONS ("BarakaHs Top 9 for discoverers and lovers"):
GOBEIL, GILLES - Les Lointains CD Empreintes DIGITALes IMED 15134 2015
JARL - Case 1959 - Dyatlov do-CD Reverse Alignment RA-12 2015
ADORAN - Children of Mars CD Consouling Sounds SOUL0040 2015
FOR KINGS AND QUEENS - Marchantiophyta (2nd edition) CD-R Subterranean Sonic 003/2010 2010
HALO MANASH - Haudattujen Valvoja CD Aural Hypnox [AH15] 2015
IF, BWANA - The Ice Moons CD Nefryt N 027 2015
DEISON / MATTEO UGGERI - In the other House LP FinalMuzik Fmv05 / Loud! L!025 / Grey Sparkle GsLP10
LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - Untitled # 274 CD Important Records IMPREC 415 2015
LIBEREZ - All tense now Lax CD / or LP Night School LSSN031 2015
+ as always, there's much more to find, we recommend to read our (often) self-written descriptions !
=>=>=>=>=>=>

2015

Pre-orders & reservations are possible. Please note the PRICES with your order! Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs!
Usually the minimum order amount is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. If you're interested in listening to SOUND-SAMPLES for
specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website. Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de
BEST DRONES !! BaraKa[H]

NR.
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TITLE

ADORAN - Children of Mars

ALIO DIE & ZEIT - Sunja

AMM - Laminal

FORMAT

LABEL & CATYEAR?
NR

CD

Consouling Sounds
SOUL0040

CD

Hic Sunt Leones
HSL 024

3 x CD BOX

Matchless
Recordings
MRCD31

SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS

PRICE

2015

a mixture of dark drone / doom ambient and post-rock, and it really
works... drifty percussion tunes are hidden behind a big wall of doomy
bass guitar drones, "super hypnotic and super heavy" [Aquarius Rec.]!!
ADORAN is the project of DORIAN WILLIAMSON (NORTHUMBRIA) and
AIDAN BAKER (NADJA, etc.) who plays percussion (!) and this is their
second album... highly recommended if you like it dark, guitarish and
droney...

€12,00

www.consouling.be

2003

the first collaboration release between ZEIT & ALIO DIE belongs to the
most harmonic & relaxing albums we know from STEFANO MUSSO, very
warm and dreamy, esoteric ambience at its best! Comes with handcollaged front-cover, BACK IN STOCK!

€13,00

www.aliodie.com

1996

a three CD set for the 30 year anniversary of AMM, containing three rare
concert performances: Aarhus 1969, London 1982, New York 1994;
comes with booklet with text by JIM O'ROURKE and others..." AMM uses
all the dimensions of musical space to create the feeling that sound is a
solid object in solid space -- complete with size, shape, performance."

€37,50

www.matchlessrecordings.com

1

MORE INFO WWW

4

AMON / NIMH - Sator

5

APOCRYPHOS - The
Prisoners Cinema

6

7

8

9

ARMCHAIR MIGRAINE
JOURNEY - Magnet Coupling
Blood

BAD ALCHEMY - No. 85 (April
2015)

BAD ALCHEMY - No. 86 (Juli
2015)

BAD SECTOR - Plasma

CD

Eibon Records
amn069

CD

Cyclic Law 73rd
Cycle

CD-R /
turntable
AUDIO 5"

mag

mag

CD

Beta-lactam Ring
Records mt259

Bad Alchemy

Bad Alchemy

Old Europa Cafe
OECD 011

2007

re-stock of this collaboration between Italien dark ambient master AMON
with NIMH, known for his ethno field recording works => five long
ambience tracks that set you into endless dusty stone landscapes...

€13,00

www.eibonrecords.com

2015

debut album by one member of PSYCHOMANTEUM, ultra melancholic
dark ambient inspired by sensory deprivation, isolation, and the dark
chasms of your own soul.... multiple harmonic layers levitate on dark
blowing drones... lim. 500

€13,00

www.cycliclaw.com

2015

collectors item - a format we've never seen before: a CDR that is playable
also on your turntable, a hybryd of CDR and vinyl record (!!) by this
anonymous project from the USA => the music: a one -tracker of 22 min
on the CD which is really moving into different directions, psychedelical
induced guitar / synth drones & tunes which are swelling, getting pulses,
winning overtunes.... + THREE minutes playtime on the vinyl section of
the disc !! lim. 100 only with real blood on the inner sleeve

€20,00

www.blrrecords.com

2015

neue Artikel & einzigartig formulierte Rezensionen : LA STPO, NO
EDITION, AUF ABWEGEN, EMPREINTES DIGITALES, HERBAL
INTERNATIONAL, SPECTRUM SPOOLS.... und vieles mehr aus der
experimentellen, drone, post-industrial, Impro & Neue Musik & NowJazzSzene... Deutsche Sprach, 88 Seiten, handliches Format, günstig &
geistreich !

€3,50

www.badalchemy.de

2015

neue Artikel & einzigartig formulierte Rezensionen: KRENG, LEIF
ELGGREN, SUB ROSA, HELEN SCARSDALE AGENCY, SUBSTANTIA
INNOMINATA, ATTENUATION CIRCUIT LABEL NACHT & IF BWANA,
ReR MEGACORP, ROB MAZUREK, .. und vieles mehr aus der
experimentellen, drone, post-industrial, Impro & Neue Musik & NowJazzSzene... Deutsche Sprach, 88 Seiten, handliches Format, günstig &
geistreich !

€3,50

www.badalchemy.de

1998

the second full CD (1998) by the ever impressive Italian *experimental
ambient* project: diverse electro-atmospheric source sounds (VLF
recordings, pulsars, neon tube radio signals, high voltage transformer)
intertwine with the melodic 'vintage/damaged synth' sounds = an
uncomparable atmosphere of tension and beauty is created.... BACK IN
STOCK (this is the 2nd ed. with different cover)

€13,00

www.oldeuropacafe.com

€13,00

www.killerpimp.com

BAKER, AIDAN &
10 THISQUIETARMY - A Picture
of a Picture

CD

Killer Pimp
PIMPK009

2009

four pieces rec. live in the studio in Montreal, when THISQUIETARMY
and NADJA were on tour together in summer 2009; their second collabrelease after the ORANGE CDR..."The first half then is serene and
relaxing, the second half is trance inducing and wonderfully hypnotic."
[Side-Line]

BASINSKI, WILLIAM &
11 RICHARD CHARTIER Divertissement

LP

Important Records
IMPREC417

2015

third collaboration by both US composers/minimalists, using electronics,
piano, tape loops and short wave radio... "suggesting hundreds of years
of history rising up from the depths of a reverberating cathedral"; lim. 400

€25,50

www.importantrecords.com

LP

Important Records
IMPREC 423

2015

third collaboration release (after two mCDrs) - two long slightly re-worked
pieces based on a spontaneous live set in Dec. 2014 at Extrapool in
Nijmegen (NL); lim. 500 & sold out already at the label !

€28,50

www.importantrecords.com

do-CD

Silentes Minimal
Editions sme1563

2015

BECUZZI uses source sounds from LIMBO, a legendary Italian dark
wave band, to create extremely dark & isolationist, at times horror-filled

€13,00

www.silentes.it

12

BASS COMMUNION /
FREIBAND - Untitled

13 BECUZZI, GIANLUCA: plays

2

LIMBO - Unholy Rituals Vol. I /
II / III

14 BEEQUEEN - Around Midnight

15

BIANCHI, MAURIZIO AmenTest

BIANCHI, MAURIZIO &
16 SAVERIO EVANGELISTA Micromal Sonorities

17

BRODERICK, PETER &
GABRIEL SALOMAN - same

pieces, pervaded with anxiety and helplessness, spread on 2 cds...

CD

Cat Sun CAT17

2014

on their latest album BEEQUEEN surprise again with their charming, slow
Pop-music sound with female vocals, often with a psychedlic and jazzy
touch and some experimental noises or phrases mixed in.... described as
'surreal dream-pop, straight out of DAVID LYNCHs TV series Twin
Peaks'...

7"

DAIS Records DAIS
057

2014

somehow chiseled, sharp, angled noise drones or harsh ambience....two
great tracks, we're not sure if they are old or new... !! lim. 300, textured
cover

€8,50

2015

much requested collaboration of M.B. with S. EVANGELISTA
(ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO) from 2007 - now re-released with a 16
page A4 booklet feat. visual works from STEFANO GENTILE (UNDER
THE SNOW) => slow moving low fi expanses, endlessly waving drones
with gostly effects, fitting perfectly to the visual expressions.. 4 long
tracks, 64+ minutes, most meditative / drifting.. lim. 250

€15,00

13.silentes.it

2015

collaboration by these two artists known from EFTERKLANG and
YELLOW SWANS - basic source material recorded together was later
shaped into 5 pieces:' Broderick’s side brings together elements of
modern compostion, electronic music, dub and vocal-oriented
songwriting, while Saloman’s side is an epic 18-minute journey that builds
into a gorgeous crescendo before gliding away on plaintive cries of a
violin'; lim. 350 copies on black vinyl

€19,50

www.wearebeaconsound.com

€20,00

www.rotorelief.com

CD &
booklet

LP

13 (3) - sps 1508

Beacon Sound
BNSD004

€12,00

catsun.monotyperecords.com

www.daisrecords.com

18 BRUME - Friction

LP

Rotorelief
ROTOR0036

2015

a 'compression' from the two very first BRUME tapes 'Frikture' (1985) and
'Le Jour du Cochon' (1986-1987) with recorded material 1984-1986,
showing a different, more rhythmic & electronic sounding early BRUME...
lim. 200 copies RED vinyl, a release in the "Archives des Musiques
Industrielles de France"

19 CARTER TUTTI VOID - F(X)

CD

Industrial Records
IRCTVCD01

2015

second studio album of the project formed by industrial legends CHRIS
CARTER & COSEY FANNY TUTTI, plus NIK COLK VOID (FACTORY
FLOOR); phantastically pulsing electronics & technoid industrialscapes!

€15,00

www.industrial-records.com

20 CAUDAL - Ascension

CD

Consouling Sounds
SOUL0038

2014

the second album by the elevated 'Kraut / Drone / Space-Rock' Trio with
AIDAN BAKER on guitar, recorded June 2013 in a studio in Berlin; "a rich
and imaginative album for fans of fuzzy soundscapes!"

€12,00

www.consouling.be

21

CHAOTALION Tannenholzrauch

CD

Attenuation Circuit
ACU1004

2015

promising ritual & transcension drone newcomer, various droning soundlayers (guitars, electronics, fields recordings) swirl in endless amorph
formations and spirals... 66+ min. to discover, nice price!

€8,00

22

COIL - Selvaggina, Go back
into the Woods

CD

Threshold House
LOCI-23

2015

Live Jesi, Italy, 11th July 2004; re-issue of a rare MC-only release that
appeared originally in 2004, nine tracks incl. "Sex with Sun Ra" and
"Amethyst Deceivers"

€19,50

23

COIL - The Angelic
Conversation

CD

Threshold Archives
T-ARCH 004CD

2015

instrumental versions of the soundtrack to DEREK JARMANS film from
1985, this is the most experimental side of COIL and our personal
favourite! Authorized release edited by Jon Witney of Brainwashed

€13,50

CD

Ant-Zen ACT330

2015

third album on Ant-Zen for the excellent US power electronics / death
industrial project, who combines impressively sluggish atmospheric

€13,50

24 CONTROL - In Harm's Way

3

www.attenuationcircuit.de

www.ant-zen.com

passages with noise & vocal aggression, fully loaded with various multilayered sounds & effects.."a perfect equilibration of organic heat and
machined iciness, executed with skin deep emotion and surgical
precision"

DAUBY, YANNICK - The
25
Growth of Artefacts

DEATHPROD / ARNE
26
NORDHEIM - untitled

DEISON / MATTEO UGGERI 27
In the other House

DEISON / MAURIZIO BIANCHI
28
- [Black Panorama]

MC

Discrepant crept17

2015

C-30 cassette with a new composition, lim. 77 copies only; a soundscape
based on a text by the British anthropologist TIM ENGOLDS ("On
Weaving a Basket")... "if we ask where mind is, it is in the weave of the
surface itself..."

€10,50

www.discrepant.net

2014

a piece for a film from 1969 by the famous Norwegian composer on one
side (reconstructed by Helge Sten) - Side B: a piece taken from the
sound and light installation for the exhibition "JOHN CAGE - THE
ANARCHY OF SILENCE" (2010) by Helge Sten aka DEATHPROD;
short, vigorous, fully electronic ! lim. 300

€13,00

prismarecords.blogspot.de

2015

a very nice LP by these two long active musicians from the strong Italian
'experimental atmospherics' scene in collaboration, expressing the 'quiet
desperation that daily life often implies' with melancholic organic
ambience tunes, combined with location recordings of a house (creaking,
rain, etc.), slow and emotional... lim. 300

€15,00

www.finalmuzik.com

€13,00

www.finalmuzik.com

7"

Prisma Records
prismaEP001

LP

FinalMuzik Fmv05 /
Loud! L!025 / Grey
Sparkle GsLP10

CD

FinalMuzik
FMSSD02

2015

six tracks of spheric darkness, amazingly calm ambience on this first ever
collab. between the two Italian industrial veterans.. 'That's why this work
will help us to regain our peace of mind or to lose it forever, while
remaining unchanged the view before us' [Maurizio Bianchi] lim. 200 only

29

DIE FORM - Die Form ÷ Fine
Automatic¹

LP

Rotorelief
ROTOR0043-AB

2015

full version (first part) of an early DIE FORM side-project (MC on Bain
Total, 1982); lim. 200 RED vinyl, a release in the "Archives des Musiques
Industrielles de France", greatly designed

€22,00

www.rotorelief.com

30

DIE FORM - Die Form ÷ Fine
Automatic²

LP

Rotorelief
ROTOR0043-DE

2015

full version (second part) of an early DIE FORM side-project (MC on Bain
Total, 1982); lim. 200 RED vinyl, a release in the "Archives des Musiques
Industrielles de France", greatly designed

€22,00

www.rotorelief.com

2015

ROGER DÖRING: clarinet, saxophon; K. KORABIEWSKI: electronic
treatments => melancholic & dense improvisations using the
"atmospheric space" of the places where it was recorded (Berlin and
Iceland), ranging between subtle melancholic tunes and more noisy &
expressive electronic moments... lim. 300

€16,00

www.gruenrekorder.de

2015

new album by this long active Greek composer of sound art and
electroacoustic music (who started one of the earliest experimental bands
in Greece in the 80's), interesting collages made of many different
sources, field recordings, found sounds, etc.. ... lim. 200 numbered ed.,
comes with 10 page booklet in Green and English

€13,00

Hic Sunt Leones
HSL 029

2005

an exciting release for us as ALIO DIE is enlarging his sound spectrum
using only acoustic sources and field recordings for this collaboration with
WERNER DURAND, who delivers organic drones created from self-built
ethnic wind instruments (NEY, KHEN, etc..)..=> five pieces of a very
natural atmosphere, energetic & dynamic..

€13,00

www.aliodie.com

Important Records
IMPREC376

2015

finally the CD re-issue of the three deleted (& much requested collectors
items) "Homage to.." LPs from 2008/2009/2012: "Homage to the Square
Wave.. to the Sine Wave.. to the Pointed Waveforms"; comes in a heavy

€38,00

www.importantrecords.com

31

32

DÖRING, ROGER & KONRAD
KORABIEWSKI - Komplex

DRYGIANAKIS, COSTIS - Adila
& Kryfia

DURAND, WERNER & ALIO
33
DIE - Aqua Planing

34 ELEH - Homage

LP

CD-R

CD

3 x CD

Gruenrekorder
Gruen 126

Costis Drygianakis
self released

4

duty 6 panel fold out jacket with inner printing and a matte finish

ELOY, JEAN-CLAUDE - Le
35 Minuit de la Foi (The Midnight
of the Faith)

ENGLISH, LAWRENCE &
36 WERNER DAFELDECKER Shadow of the Monolith

FOR KINGS AND QUEENS 37
Marchantiophyta (2nd edition)

38

39

40

41

FUNERARY CALL - The Mirror
Reversed II

GOBEIL, GILLES - Les
Lointains

HALO MANASH - Haudattujen
Valvoja

HALO MANASH - Haudattujen
Valvoja (special. ed.)

42 HELM - Olympic Mess

do-CD

LP

CD-R

CD

CD

CD

BOX-SET

do-LP

2015

new work from 2014 for electronic and concrete sounds, using quotes
from EDITH STEIN (recorded by German actress GISELA CLAUDIUS),
120 min. playtime, 28 pp booklet;... 'a long piece under the power of
expanded sounds and sacred words...'... mesmerizing, beautifully poetic
electro-acoustic drones..

€21,00

www.hors-territoires.com

2015

first collaboration by these two sound-artists from Australia & Austria,
working on "atmospheric, hydrophonic and ionospheric" source materials,
resulting in mesmerizing microsound ambience..."a record that drifts from
dense microscopic cracks to vibrant shifting frequencies, from sections of
profound white stillness to storms of intense activity, from intense light to
improbable dark and from immersive macro-spaces to non-spaces" ; lim.
300 on a new Greek label

€19,50

www.holotype-editions.com

2010

third album by the recommended Berlin-based project, a psychedelic /
surrealistic journey to a secret land called "Marchantiophyta", this sounds
very ghost ambient like, with strange loops and effected objects.. "rain
forest, a coffeemaker, a glas of water, little tubes, contactmics, guitar,
various synthesizers.." very much recommended to be checked out !!

€9,00

2015

second part of the MIRROR REVERSED, examining the other side of the
mirror, a unusual dark ambient one-tracker [46+ min.] with surprising
silent moments, and a very slow evolution.. "It’s a place of alien mystery,
surely, and full of things-and non-things-that are utterly unlike anything
witnessed before..." [Heathen Harvest]

€13,50

www.cycliclaw.com

2015

great collection of six works (2008-2012) by this Canadian electroacoustic composer=> perfect 'Cinema for the Ear' between high tension
atmospheres/drones and concrete noises, often inspired by literature
(here FOLKMAR HEIN, HERMANN HESSE, VIRGIL, GUSTAV
MEYRINK), on one track (the phantastic "Bol-Hydre") using an instrument
by JEAN-FRANCOIS LAPORTE which produces incredible metallic
sounds, another being the soundtrack for an extreme dance-theatre piece
by CAMILLE MUTEL.. highly recommended!!

€13,50

www.empreintesdigitales.com

2015

deep meditation trance ritual drones as coming from a grotto, slow and
heavy but with lots of sublime details... a collection of improvised
recordings made at their 'sacred meetings' in the past four years in their
private Temple Hwaar, mainly performed and self-build instruments &
captured with only 2 microphones... seven otherworldy movements, 71+
min., lim. 400 in silk-screened cardboard cover incl. 8 panel booklet &
four two-sides insert cards

€13,00

www.auralhypnox.com

Aural Hypnox
[AHB10]

2015

collectors edition - a special set with the standard CD packaged in a white
printed hand-made, thick dark blue cloth bag with 3 silk-screened inserts
(in printed envelope), a hand-crafted corroded metal plate featuring the
release logo, and a numbered insert; ultra handmade and beautifully
archaic looking.. lim. ed. 87 copies

€48,00

www.auralhypnox.com

PAN PAN63LP

2015

already the fourth release by London-based project HELM for PAN => 10
tracks of quasi-rythmic, loopy & hypnotic electro drone-scapes, often
enriched with effected field recordings... less rough and noisy as before

€27,00

www.pan-act.com

Hors Territoires
HT24-25

Holotype Editions
HOLO2

Subterranean Sonic
003/2010

Cyclic Law 77th
Cycle

Empreintes
DIGITALes IMED
15134

Aural Hypnox [AH15]

5

forkingsandqueens.bandcamp.com

but with an excellent flair for captivating atmospheric sound figurations...

43 HUNT, JERRY - Phalba

44 IF, BWANA - The Ice Moons

45

46

IRR.APP.(ext.) - Materiaux
Deplaces

I.CORAX - From gOLDem flesh
to silverb ONE

47 I.CORAX - Kuilu

48 JARL - Case 1959 - Dyatlov

JOHANNSSON, JOHANN 49
Miners' Hymns
50

JOHANSSON, SVEN-AKE Konzert für 12 Traktoren

51 KAMMARHEIT - The Nest

52 KAMMARHEIT - Unearthed

CD

Tzadik TZ 7093

2004

four compositions by this unique US composer ("and modern day
shaman") who died already in 1993 - these are pieces written for different
line ups and electronics, performed by THE BARTON WORKSHOP in
2000 & 2003... central is the very long "Cantegral Segment No. 19" (31+
min.)...."Includes an extended piece for trombone and electronics, two
colorful compositions for ensemble and a charming minimalist piece for
violin and piano" .

€16,50

www.tzadik.com

€12,00

www.nefryt.serpent.pl

CD

Nefryt N 027

2015

a collection of 5 amazing "instrumental / structured drone" tracks,
performed on baritone sax, bowed hammer dulcimer, violin, alto clarinet &
cello by different musicians (STEVE NORTON, JOSEPH HAMMER, etc.),
and the human voice on one track.....creates a special 'breathing' and
organic atmosphere, very nice... lim. 400 in a great oversized A5 gatefold
cover

MC

Readymade Tapes
rt-qs'93031

2015

"Trying to write about irr. app. (ext.) is like trying to make a building out of
dance" [MATT WALDRON] - very rare C-30 (lim. 40) by this most unique
US american project, we only got few (last) copies ! US-import

€12,00

readymadestapes-qualitysince1893.blogspot.de

2014

re-issue of I.CORAX (the project of Antti Haapapuro [HALO MANASH,
etc.] and Jaakko Vanhala [also in ARKTAU AON, ZOÄT-AON] third
official release from 2003, recorded 'live' in the studio preparing for a live
show, using analogue synths, hypno sampling loops, manipulated field
recordings, horns made of animals bones & voice material to create a
special experimental 'aural alchemy'... lim. 500 silk-screen cardboard
cover with three inserts and four panel booklet, lim. 500

€13,00

www.auralhypnox.com

2014

live March 2002 in Oulu (Finland) - the first ever live performance of
I.CORAX, and what a performance it was - eerie drones, all kinds of
ritualistic loops (animal & human voices, percussion, etc..), otherwordly
winds & breaths... lim. 500 cardboard cover with special design & 3
printed inserts cards and four panel booklet

€13,00

www.auralhypnox.com

2015

three long tracks inspired by the mysterious 'Dyatlov Pass Incident' from
1959 that happened in the northern Ural mountains when 9 ski-hikers
died => wonderful pulsing, metallic drones, this is the sound for true
psychic elevation.... JARLs masterpiece !

€16,00

reversealignment.bandcamp.com

130701 CD13-13

2011

CD version of the collaboration between JOHANN JOHANNSSON &
filmmaker BILL MORRISON for a 16-piece brass ensemble, church organ
& electronics, recorded live at DURHAM Cathedral in Sept. 2010; a
tribute to the social history of coal mining

€13,00

www.fat-cat.co.uk

Trost Records
TR137

2015

crazy piece for 12 tractors by the long-time active improviser, composer,
drummer, poet, author & visual artist from Sweden; rec. 2009 in Orust,
Sweden; composed already in the 60's !

€31,00

www.trost.at

CD

Cyclic Law 78th
Cycle

2015

the Swedish dark ambient act with a new album - ten years (!) after the
last one ("The Starwheel"), 'The Nest' took six years to complete, the
marriage between apocalyptic dark drones and melancholic / meditative
ambient...

€13,00

www.cycliclaw.com

6 x CD

Cyclic Law 75th
Cycle

2015

remastered re-issues of the first six albums from 2000-2002, so far not
available officially; edition of 800 copies in cloth bound package with

€59,00

www.cycliclaw.com

CD

Aural Hypnox
[AHSM05]

CD

Aural Hypnox Stellar Mansion
Series [AHSM06]

do-CD

CD

pic-LP

Reverse Alignment
RA-12

6

2000-2002

silver foil lettering and 12p booklet

53

KARJALAN SISSIT - Want you
Dead

CD

Cyclic Law 74th
Cycle

2015

six years after the last album ("Fucking Whore Society") Swedens maybe
most provocating "martial industrial" project is back.. 'pounding metallic
percussions, deep angst ridden atmospheric passages and all is held
together by Make Pesonen’s angrier than ever vocals." 8 tracks, 42 min
playtime, blowing away all preprogrammed mis-conceptions in your poor
brain again !

€14,00

54

KISS THE ANUS OF A BLACK
CAT - Turn Hegel on his Head

7"

Implied Sound IS004

2007

this was the first vinyl release for the 'apocalyptic folk' project from
Belgium - two tracks inspired by HEGELs dialectic; white vinyl, last copies

€7,00

2015

"GROWING - FLYING - CURIOUS - CRYING - ANGRY PSYCHOACTIVE - WALKING -MAGIC - DYING.. MUSHROOMS" - reissue of the 2nd KSHATRIY album from 2006, a tribute to (magic)
mushrooms, more experimental and raw than his later albums,
psychedelic & flickering sounds in a thick cosmic mass of analoge
synths.. lim. 77 copies

€10,00

2011

entitled after a song by AMON DÜÜL 2 (1972), this is a composition
project by BERNHARD LANG, executed by the ALTER EGO ensemble
and PHILIP JECK on turntables... both known for their fascination for
loops & grooves, this connects the worlds of academic philosophy with
underground aesthetic....

€20,00

www.godrec.com

2015

phantastic third album by the band from Southend-On-Sea, UK, really
powerful 'handplayed' and acoustic (percussion, guitar, distorted violin,
piano) Industrial with female vocals and almost psychedelic / krauty
passages, dense and full of tension, combining the acoustic with the
eletronic in a great way... "The overall result is an enormously adept
capturing of the conundrum of the 'industrial' in a post-industrial
landscape." [Drowned In Sound]

€14,50

nightschoolrecords.com

2015

phantastic third album by the band from Southend-On-Sea, UK, really
powerful 'handplayed' and acoustic (percussion, guitar, distorted violin,
piano) Industrial with female vocals and almost psychedelic / krauty
passages, dense and full of tension, combining the acoustic with the
eletronic in a great way... "The overall result is an enormously adept
capturing of the conundrum of the 'industrial' in a post-industrial
landscape." [Drowned In Sound] vinyl version lim. 500

€21,00

nightschoolrecords.com

2014

the Finnish project on a limited C-20 cassette EP with shimmering drones
that caress you, created on zither, harmonium and bells; beauiful &
mesmerizing structures... comes in oversized cardboard box, silkscreened printed with five inlay cards and a 'pack of incense' (15 gr.)
inside, lim. 133 copies

€12,50

www.auralhypnox.com

LP

Relapse Records
RR7298

2015

the powerful return of the mighty LOCRIAN from Chicago, comes on
coloured vinyl! "More epic and foreboding than anything in the prolific
trio's catalog.... a seamless and harrowing blend of dark ambience,
drone, black metal, post-rock, and experimental electronics"

€22,00

www.relapse.com

CD

Nowhere Worldwide
- The Epoche
Collection Vol. 4

2015

fourth release in FRANCISCO LOPEZ own new label-series: earliest
sound experiments done with walkman recorders and cheap cassette
players in the early 80's in Madrid; 'the most essential tools are spiritual,

€14,00

www.franciscolopez.net

55

KSHATRIY - Mushrooms and
Kshatriy

LANG, BERNHARD / PHILIP
56 JECK / ALTER EGO TablesAreTurned

57 LIBEREZ - All tense now Lax

58 LIBEREZ - All tense now Lax

59

LINGUA FUNGI - Azure
Beyond

60 LOCRIAN - Infinite Dissolution

61

LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - 19801982

CD-R

do-LP

CD

LP

MC-BOX

Zhelezobeton HB-LI

GOD Records
GOD6

Night School
LSSN031

Night School
LSSN031

Aural Hypnox Underworld Editions
[AHMC08]

7

www.cycliclaw.com

not technical'; first ed. of 300 copies

62

63

LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - Untitled
# 274

LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - Untitled
# 300

64 LUCIER, ALVIN - Dark Matter

LUNAR ABYSS DORMIT ODD 65
Experiri Dive

66

67

LUNAR ABYSS + OGNI
VIDENIJ - Mohalociya Eroja

LUNAR ABYSS + OGNI
VIDENIJ - S

68 LUNDVALL, TOR - The Park

69 LUSTMORD - SrAL2O4

70 MALDUR ATAI - Verger

71

MASTER MUSICIANS OF
BUKKAKE - Further West

CD

LP

LP

CD-R

CD-R

CD-R

LP

T-SHIRT

2015

48 min. long, intense 'absolute music' composition performed on
"BassComputer" by KASPAR T. TOEPLITZ: throbbing bass pulses and
multi-layered hissings and sibilances developing into ecstatic
structures...this is as far away from 'normal music' as it could be...

€15,00

www.importantrecords.com

2015

new LOPEZian composition based on multi-track field recordings of a
large colony of SEAGULLS and hydrophonic capturing of sea and
underwater creatures from the same location (coast of Morocco, 2011)
processed digitally in an unusual way after; lim. 300 black vinyl - nice
textured cover

€26,00

www.taigarecords.com

2015

highly minimal / droning works merging electronics, tapes and flute
drones: 'Still and moving lines of Silence in families of hyperbolas' (1984),
'13 degrees of darkness' (2013), 'Double Himalaya' (2012); "I use the
pure sound of the instruments, with alterations in tuning to make audible
[acoustic] beating"

€20,50

www.godrec.com

2015

another incarnation of LUNAR ABYSS with a 67+ min. one-tracker, this
comes in a hand-sewn green bag, lim. & numbered ed. of only 23 copies!!
=> filed under: hallucinogenic meditation drones, based on analogue
synths and acoustic instrumental sources, truly suspended... VERY
RARE !!

€15,00

2015

hyper organic ghost ambience with surprising elements (a one-tracker of
47+ min.) - another collab of LADO with OGNI VIDENIJ; only 33 copies
made in artful handpainted cardboard sleeve (greenish), numbered ed....
"String drones and bell chimes turn into atomized analogue crackles and
rustles, sometimes pink noise and timbral waves blend in multi-layered
cocoon of moss"...

€10,00

2015

recordings from 21./22. December 2014, a session / one-tracker of 70+
min; lim. 52 copies in artful handpainted cardboard sleeve, numbered ed.;
using analogue electronics and acoustic sounds as flute or voice, this is
'one long piece about winter sun, winds and flows of rotation, waves and
pendulums, seasons and changes'

€10,00

DAIS Records DAIS
068

2015

new album by the great ambient composer from the US, again completely
instrumental this sounds especially droney & spheric, a soundtrack
following a timeline from a spring morning to a summer evening in a park,
using lots of nature field recordings... lim. 300

€22,50

www.daisrecords.com

Ant-Zen IKON145

2015

high quality LUSTMORD shirt in black, with 'glow-in-the-dark' frontprint:
THE POWER OF SOUND; ask for sizes!

€15,00

www.ant-zen.com

€13,00

www.autarkeia.org

€23,00

www.importantrecords.com

Important Records
IMPREC 415

TAIGA Records
TAIGA 30

GOD Records
GOD30

BioSonar Labirint
029/2015

BioSonar Labirint
028/2015

BioSonar Labirint
027/2015

CD

Autarkeia ACD 060

2011

the third full length album by this interesting industrial band from Vilnius,
Lithuania, thematically dealing with the strange conspiracy theory of the
"Maldur Atai" cult, responsible for the deception of reality and
perception... 'Verger' is like a industrial sound collage with lots of different
musical and speech samples, connected with droning and throbbing dark
ambient industrial tunes.. lim. 300

LP

Important Records
IMPREC 411LP

2015

complimentary LP for synced playback with "Far West".. 'a deep journey
into the cave where the self dissolves'... lim. ed. with fold out poster!

8

Quad Cult

72

MATER SUSPIRIA VISION Hollywood Necronomicon

73 MOHAMMAD - Spiriti

LP

Phantasma Disques
PD-LP-015

2013

creepy "witch house" with relations to DAVID LYNCH and KENNETH
ANGER films, powerful & distorted electric synth drone pulses & extreme
effected female vocals, everythings drowning in delays and flickering
vibrations... laminated deluxe / fullcolour sleeve incl. OBI, download code
and poster, lim. 150; "The music of an audio-visual mass recorded at the
souls of Hollywood's Mulholland Drive, the S. Tate House and an ancient
area of Germany where Kenneth Anger once filmed Lucifer Rising"

€18,00

phantasmadisques.bigcartel.com

€13,00

www.antifrost.gr

CD

Antifrost afro 2059

2013

the second album by this remarkable Greek cello/double bass/oscillatorstrio, exploring harmonics and vibrating drones of the deep bass areas...
compositions that seem to breath deep & slow, producing wonderful
overtunes and resonances..

CD

Staalplaat archive
twenty nine

2015

first issue of unfinished recordings from around 1996 (elements of this
appeared on the lim. 7" of the same name in 1996), 14 tracks, 61+ min,
lim. 500

€14,00

www.staalplaat.com

Staalplaat ARCHIVE
EIGHTEEN

2015

first vinyl re-issue by the album from 1996 (a rare DAT tape); one of his
most pure electronic / beat oriented relaeses; lim. 500 gatefold cover

€22,50

www.staalplaat.com

74

MUSLIMGAUZE - Minaret
Speaker

75

MUSLIMGAUZE - Uzbekistani
Bizarre and Souk

do-LP

76

MUSLIMGAUZE - Zilver / Feel
the Hiss

CD

Staalplaat archive
thirty

2015

first issue of an unmastered / unmixed album recorded "live to cassette"
by BRYN JONES in 1995, using lots of cryptic voice material; lim. 500

€14,00

www.staalplaat.com

CD-R

FinalMuzik FME3

2012

INDUSTRIALISME BACTERIAL MENSTRUIS - first official re-issue of a
private tape from 1980, with two 30 min. tracks; pro-duplicated CDR in
gatefold cover, lim. 350

€9,50

www.finalmuzik.com

LP

Table of the
Elements TOE-LP101 / Md
Mendelevium

2008

back in stock this great one-sided LP on FIRE-RED vinyl in the GUITAR
SERIES of Table of the Elements with etching on one side... "quicksilverlike" drones [Hellmut Neidhardt aka N]

€18,00

www.tableoftheelements.com

CD

Robot Records RR35

2006

first part of trilogy with contemplative organ drones; four ultra minimal
pieces that move towards objectless spheres, when powerful fix-sounds
(piano, gong) appear from time to time and blow lots of energy into it...
BACK IN STOCK

€15,00

www.robotrecords.com/robot.html

2014

'when soundwaves collide' - collaboration by Danish electronic music
pioneer ELSE MARIE PADE (born 1924!) with JACOB KIRKEGAARD
who composed a brand new piece of evocative drones together, using
early & so far unreleased sound-experiments by PADE and recordings
from KIRKEGAARDS own ear; CD version of the deleted LP with a 15
min. bonus piece

€15,00

www.importantrecords.com

€15,00

€23,00

77 M.B. - I.B.M.

78

O'MALLEY, STEPHEN - Keep
an Eye out

79 ORGANUM - Sanctus

80

PADE, ELSE MARIE & JACOB
KIRKEGAARD - Svævninger

PALESTINE, CHARLEMAGNE
81 - CharleBelllzzz at Saint
Thomas
82

PAVONE, JESSICA - Knuckle
Under

CD

Important Records
IMPREC382

CD

Alga Marghen planap 35NMN.O

2015

unreleased tape recordings from 1966-1968, made in the Saint Thomas
Church (New York City) which holds a carillon with 26 bells => two very
long pieces (over 30 min. each) of pure church bells resonances and
attacks performed by the young PALESTINE... "The sounds became
physical, visceral, each crack of the clapper was like a small earthquake."

LP

TAIGA Records
taiga 27

2014

first vinyl release for this experimental Viola player from New York City,
minimal solo viola tunes with lots of sound effects creating strange
results, with occasional outbursts of noise... lim. 300, letterpess jacket

9

www.taigarecords.com

83

PBK & JIM O'ROURKE Unidentified again

84 PEAL GRIM - same

POTTER, COLIN - Rank
85
Sonata
PRURIENT - Frozen Niagara
86
Falls
87

RADIGUE, ELIANE - Trilogie
de la Morte

RENALDO & THE LOAF 88 Arabic Yodelling + Grain by
Grain (for Accuracy)

2015

long planned collaboration recorded 2014/2015 - 4 side long tracks of
finest experimental sound manipulation, two tracks PBK using
O'ROURKEs source sounds and vice versa

€28,00

www.picadisk.com

2015

side project of Russian artist DMITRY SHILOV (maybe better known as
NEZNAMO) with overwhelming, nicely distorted guitar drones, hyper
minimal & full of orchestral overtunes and layered guitar melodies
expressing an endless yearning... think of NADJA, 'N', or TROUM... lim.
100

€12,00

www.moonsun.info/en/

2015

four brandnew recordings by the NWW producer & live-member and man
behind the excellent ICR-label, incl. a side-long A-side track which
combines organic ambience and 'archaic' technoid rhythms in a great
way.. lim. 300

€19,50

www.hallowground.com

do-CD

Profound Lore PFL
152 CD

2015

PRURIENTs 'magnum opus' created 2013-2015, over 90 min. of material
going through all the different sides this project has to offer.. 'from harsh
noise savagery and vicious feedback, to brooding electronica, meticulous
sampling, and entrancing dark ambient.'

€19,00

www.profoundlorerecords.com

3xCD-Box

Experimental
Intermedia
Foundation XI 119

1998

very contemplative / meditative / minimal drone-works inspired by the
Bardo-Thodol, the Tibetan 'Book of the Dead'; => one of her most
fascinating & esoteric works, back in stock; comes with extensive booklet

€27,50

www.xirecords.org

do-CD

Klanggalerie gg207

2015

re-issue of their third album from 1983 (the second for Ralph Records),
plus another CD of collected unfinished pieces and rare material rec.
around the same time, all re-mastered from the original tapes

€20,00

www.klanggalerie.com

€12,00

LP

PICA Recods PICA
034

CD

Moonsun
Productions MS009

LP

Hallow Ground
HG1505

REUTOFF / BAD SECTOR 89
21.11.14

MC

Kultfront KF-XXV

2014

high quality recordings of their live performances held on 21. Nov 2014 in
St. Petersburg, Russia, at The Place club; lim. edition of only 75 copies,
comes with professional artwork & cassette; the first real live releases for
both projects!!

SALMON, ANDRE / NURSE
WITH WOUND - Léon
90
Léhautier, anarchiste pur /
Close to you

BOOK &
mCD

Lenka Lente lkl-11

2015

a small book (40 pages) with a text in French by ANDRE SALMON +
additional mCD by NURSE WITH WOUND with the piece "Close to you"
(15+ min.), for the first time on a seperate release! Lim. 400

€12,00

www.lenkalente.com

Rotorelief
ROTORCD0009

2015

the unreleased 4th album by the German Kraut/Experimental legends,
recorded 1973-1976! CD version - 6 panel digipack

€14,00

www.rotorelief.com

2015

"Die Natur ist das einzige immerwährende Menschenunmögliche" multilayered 'musique concrete' drones created from nature recordings,
following only the compositorial settings of nature / chaos, with a special
focus on unheard hidden details.. great LP with phantastic floating yet
'concrete' sound layers by this soundartist from Vienna, lim. 300

€16,00

www.gruenrekorder.de

€7,00

€13,00

91 SAND - North Atlantic Raven
SCHWARZ, ROBERT - The
92
Scale of Things

CD

LP

Gruenrekorder
Gruen 154

93 SCKE// - Ornaments

7"

KIKS / Girlfriend
MEIR2004

2004

project from UK with a 7" pressed already in 2004, but strangely "made
available" only in 2012 - contains two "Ornaments" of electronic, repetitive
structures taken from concrete tape fragments, and occasional cut-up
noises.. "2 Sides of rough and ready cut up fragments over warm
undulating textures and brittle loops.." pretty nice!! lim. 300 on heavy vinyl

94 SEETYCA - Nemeton

CD

Winter-Light WIN
003

2015

"In the ancient Celtic tradition, a Nemeton was a sacred space, primarily
situated in natural areas, often sacred groves of trees" - dark romantic
ambience over full 70 minutes, similar to the great EP for Drone Records,

10

https://kiksgfrlabel.bandcamp.com/album/sckeornaments

www.winter-light.nl

"The Lake" (2007)... drone minimalism with much emotion & depth..

SPERM / PEKKA AIRAKSINEN
95 / SAMSA TRIO - Works 196876

5 x LP BOX

Vinyl-On-Demand
VOD137

2015

rare & early recordings by Finnish electronic musician & avantgardist
PEKKA AIRAKSINEN (who later turned to Buddhism) and his legendary
performance band THE SPERM (causing some scandals), as well as his
work with SAMSA TRIO; incl. his rare first solo-album "One Point Music"
(LP from 1972); lim. 400, comes in green box with golden embossed
lettering

Reverse Alignment
RA-7

2009

guitar driven dark ambient from Norway with a very melancholic and
emotional touch; the 3rd album from 2009; A4 cover lim. 250

Bisou BIS-002-U

2015

new recordings from 2012, feat. his son Lalo on one track; crazy cover,
too;) => TAZARTES is 68 years old now and together with C.
PALESTINE the other "wild & crazy" cult figure of the 'uncategorizable'
musical underground, and both are still going strong!!

€17,00

www.bisou-records.com

2006

the experimental impro / noise - project of LEE RANALDO (SONIC
YOUTH), ALAN LICHT, TIM BARNES and ULRICH KRIEGER played live
to STAN BRAKHAGE movies in May 2005 in Pordenone, Italy => on
guitar-electronics-sax-drums-percussion unusual and irrecognizable
rough sounds were created, forming a most abstract & dynamic
soundsculpture...

€10,00

www.finalmuzik.com

2015

"this disc will self-destruct in 10 seconds'" - the legendary POP GROUP
(with singer MARK STEWART) from Bristol is active again, as political
and agitating as ever, sharing a split 7" with the mega hyped "working
class hip hop punk" duo SLEAFORD MODS!!!

€10,50

2014

extended version of a rare MC from 2012, showing THEOLOGIAN
working on STROM.EC (Finnish power electronics duo) source material,
resulting in a very ambigious release with wonderful atmospheric /
ambient parts on the one side, and extreme noisy outbursts on the
other... 7 tracks 58+ min, oversized cardboard cover

€12,00

www.malignantrecords.com

Economy of
Language
BREVITY001

2012

first LP by the duo of SCOTT FOUST (IDEA FIRE COMPANY, etc..) and
FRANS DE WAARD (KAPOTTE MUZIEK, BEEQUEEN, etc..) containing
studio versions of their 2009 tour pieces... lim. 365 copies, contains
bonus CD of their radio drama piece "Smoking Is Green: A Radiophonic
Opera In Four Cigarettes" for dutch radio

€22,00

economyoflanguage.tumblr.com

Reverse Alignment
RA-14

2015

unique collaboration project of B*TONG, DISKREPANT and ORIGAMI
GALAKTIKA, 2 long tracks combining their trademarks to an 'abstract and
pulsating entity'.; lim. 100 professional duplicated CDR (4 panel digipack)

€10,00

reversealignment.bandcamp.com

2015

recordings from 1978 of YANOMAMI ritual songs, shamanistic
ceremonies and rainforest sounds, when DAVID TOOP was travelling to
the Amazon jungle to meet the fascinating tribe...comes with 40 page
booklet with text by DAVID TOOP about the journey

€15,50

www.subrosa.net

2015

It's acous-MAGIC !! French CEDRIC PEYRONNET (aka TOY BIZARRE)
is currently one of the most impressive composers using / processing
pure nature recordings, and shaping them into something beyond the
known... his soundscapes are full of details and circling dynamics but
keep a floating & atmospheric character... like ARTIFICIAL MEMORY

€15,00

96

TAPHEPHOBIA - Black City
Skyline

CD-R

97

TAZARTES, GHEDALIA - La
Bar Mitzvah du Chien

LP

98

TEXT OF LIGHT - Un Pranzo
favoloso

THE POP GROUP /
99 SLEAFORD MODS - Nations /
Face to Faces
THEOLOGIAN / STROM.EC 100
Hubrizine

101

TOBACCONISTS - Smoking is
Green

102

TONGDISKLAKTIKA Transmigrations

TOOP, DAVID - Lost Shadows:
In Defence of the Soul
103
(Yanomami Shamanism,
Songs, Ritual, 1978)

104 TOY BIZARRE - kdi dctb 180

CD

FinalMuzik FM05

7"

Harbinger Sound
HARBINGER 004

CD

Malignant Records
TUMORCD68

LP & CD

CD-R

LP

10"

Sub Rosa SRV379

Substantia
Innominata SUB-22

11

€85,00

€9,00

www.vinyl-on-demand.com

reversealignment.bandcamp.com

TRACE, ERIC LA CASA or FRANCISCO LOPEZ, this is not just a
recording of "what was", but a scheme of what could be!! lim. 300 full
colour cover, clear vinyl

105

106

107

108

TRICOLI, VALERIO / THOMAS
ANKERSMIT - Forma II

TUTSCHKU, HANS Firmament

UN FESTIN SAGITAL Kosmodynamos

VELIOTIS, NIKOS & XAVIER
CHARLES - Kaspian Black

109 VERTONEN - Utterer

CD

CD

CD

LP

CD-R

Pan Records PAN
16

empreintes
DIGITALes IMED
15131

Beta-lactam Ring
Records mt171b

Alt.Vinyl av061

Ballast NPV02

2011

first collaboration of these two Berlin-based composers resulting in 5
stunning experimental pieces, using analogue synth sounds, saxophon,
metal foils, clicks recorded at abandoned radar domes, etc..."between
sharply detailed blizzards of electronic interference to passages of
delicate balance, between calm and turbulence, between stasis and rapid
shape-shifting, between multiple virtual spaces and non-spaces"; special
PAN design (silkscreened PVC sleeve)

€15,50

www.pan-act.com

2015

"A universe of sound is surrounding us ‘from within.’ It’s composed of our
dreams, fears and longings. It only exists within our body, our own
imagination"...three new pieces by East-German electro-acoustic
composer HANS TUTSCHKU (created 2011-2014), who nowadays works
as professor of composition at Harvard University (USA): "FirmamentSchlaflos" , "Klaviersammlung", "Issho ni"; captivating stuff that takes you
on a journey of imaginations..

€13,50

www.empreintesdigitales.com

2015

the amazing Chilean experimental "prog rock" collective with a new
album, here with a more calm, harmonic & refined sound (sometimes
reminding on MASTER MUSICIANS OF BUKKAKE), combining
influences from prog- & psych-rock, ambient, Avantgarde / Jazz etc.. all
performed with amazing perfection on flute, guitars, tapes, percussion,
bass, electronics, and expressive vocals.... lim. 250 copies oversized
book-bound sleeve

€14,00

www.blrrecords.com

2015

first release of this collaboration project by the experimental cello player
VELIOTIS (MOHAMMAD) and the French clarinet player, improviser and
sound artist XAVIER CHARLES... improvised low fi noise & tunes
between cacophony and static rumblings, extreme, ecstatic, uneasy! Lim.
250 nice silkscreen cover

€19,50

www.altvinyl.com

2015

hard to find US-release by the prolific experimental noise & drone project
from Chicago=> 5 tracks of minimal drone-scapes based on a 10 minute
vocal drone executed by ANTHONY DUNN; lim. 33 comes with 6
coloured inlay cards, numbered and signed in closed envelope

€10,00

€26,00

http://rotorelief.com

VIVENZA - Fondements
110
bruitistes

Rotorelief
BOOK / doROTORCD033CD
BOOK

2015

the best pure machine noise you can find!! The complete sessions from
1984 with many unreleased bonus tracks, now as deluxe do-CD edition
with 108p. book (hardcover)!! Texts in three languages incl. "The Art of
Noises-Manifesto" from LUIGI RUSSOLO

VIVENZA - Realites
Servomecaniques

Rotorelief
BOOK / CD ROTORCD014BOOK

2015

" Sounds are machines - machines are Sounds" - one of the true
"Industrial" records (originally as LP 1984), this is the real machine-sound
- now as deluxe CD re-edition with 32 pages hardcover book, with texts in
english / french / japanese + pictures

€20,00

http://rotorelief.com

2015

jubilee compilation for the Polish label after 100 releases, this has many
unrelased tracks by label artists from Poland (CD 1) and other countries
(CD 2): explore explore explore: ZENIAL, TUNDRA, MAMMOTH
ULTHANA, MONOPIUM, MICROMELANCHOLIE, AB INTRA,
MACHINEFABRIEK, RE-DRUM, STROM NOIR, DESIDEERI MARGINIS,

€13,00

www.zoharum.com

111

112 V.A. - 07|100|15

do-CD

Zoharum ZOHAR
100-2

12

RAPOON, TROUM , 1000 SCHOEN, HYBRYDS, and more.. two CDs for
the price of one

113

V.A. - ARYAN MEMORY.
Musical Traditions in Pamir

V.A. - BALI 1928, Vol. II :
114 Tembanf Kuna - Songs From
An Earlier Time

115 V.A. - Neu Konservatiw

WATSON, CHRIS - Outside the
116
circle of fire

do-CD /
Kailas Records KLS
DVD /
041, 042, 043
BOOK - set

CD

World Arbiter - 2014

LP

Walter Ulbricht
Schallfolien WULP
045

CD

Touch TO:37

2007

very impressive box-set about the traditional music of the Pamir-region in
Central Asia: two CDs, one DVD with film, a CD-booklet & a 100page fullcolour book (14 x 25cm) housed in a double DVD-digipack & box;
numbered edition of 1000 copies, an absolute beautiful edition!! (one set
has 740 grams in weight) BACK IN STOCK , BETTER PRICED!

€50,00

www.kailas.ru

2014

recordings of "Songs from an Earlier Time" made 1928 in BALI - original
Balinese vocal music, which was pressed originally on 78 rpm discs in
1929 !! "The lyrics, fully translated, some from the archaic Old Javanese
language and included in the liner notes, reveal intensely urgent erotic,
mystical and romantic meanings."... comes with 110 page PDF with indepth essay on the topic..

€14,00

www.arbiterrecords.org

2015

a compilation to the 33th year of existence of the legendary Hamburg
based label, with exclusive material from: COLUMN ONE, EVAPORI,
[HYPH], PIERCE WARNECKE, ASMUS TIETCHENS, DITTERICH VON
EULER-DONNERSPERG, MARGITT HOLZT, and WERKBUND ! Printed
innersleeve and numbered insert with extract from the great & cryptic
BLAUHOLZ book by DITTERICH, lim. 300, excellent material all around!!

€20,00

2003

an amazing collection of field recordings from animals and nature, with
sounds so near & distinct usually not possible to experience, pure
beautiful sound art with the nature as composer... BACK IN STOCK last
copies !

€14,50

www.touchmusic.org.uk

€16,50

www.ideologic.org

117 WHEN - The black Death

LP

Ideologic Organ
SOMA 022

2015

vinyl re-issue of this impressive, extremely dark & dramatic work (CD
from 1992), a musique concrete sound collage based on "Svartedauen"
from Theodor Kittelsen (1900); behind WHEN is Norwegian LARS
PEDERSEN, once active with HOLY TOY..."Musically it fits somewhere
between Nurse With Wound's dadaist studio experiments and Luc
Ferrari's dramatic narrative environmental sound poems"; gatefold cover,
12p. booklet

118 WHITEHOUSE - Halogen

LP

Dirter Promotions
DPROMLP109

2015

studio album released 1994 produced by STEVE ALBINI (artwork
TREVOR BROWN), incl. their smash hit "Lightning struck my dick";) ;)
this is the first vinyl re-issue

€23,00

www.dirterpromotions.com

Gilgongo Records
GGGR-077

2015

extensive collection of very diverse works (10 pieces/recordings, 20032014) by the prolific 'radical composer' and SUNN O))) live-member from
L.A.: installation & scored ensemble pieces, collaborations and live
performance recordings, feat. JON ROSE, MAJA S. RATKJE, C.
SPENCER YEH, JOSEPH HAMMER, IKUE MORI, OREN AMBARCHI,
and many more.. lim. 500 gatefold cover

€32,00

www.gilgongorecords.com

NUNWSP
nunwsp001

2013

lovely abrasive drones and 'harsh ambience' in the way of SMALL
CRUEL PARTY or CRAWL UNIT based on Cello sounds and other
sources; from these two U.K. based projects (one is connected with
SCKE//)

119

WIESE, JOHN - Deviate from
Balance

120

W>A>S>P>S / NACHT UND
NEBEL - split

do-LP

7"

13

€7,00

https://nachtundnebel.bandcamp.com/album/split7-w-w-a-s-p-s

################################################################################################################
+ SOME LAST MINUTE ARRIVALS / ON THE WAY(detail infos will follow in the next mail out, but you can order already, also through the website!):
COIL - Backwards do-LP Cold Spring Records CSR203LP 2015 € 27,50
COIL - Backwards CD Cold Spring Records CSR203CD 2015
€13,00
TIETCHENS, ASMUS - Ornamente (zwischen Null und Eins) CD Line LINE_073 2015 € 13,50
VON HAUSSWOLFF, C.M. - Plays John Cage II flexi-7" iDEAL Recordings iDEAL 126 2015 SQUARED flexidisc lim. 200 €10,00
TREPANERINGSRITUALEN - Veil the World CD Cold Spring Records CSR205CD 2015 € 12,00
SKULLFLOWER - Draconis do-CD Cold Spring Records CSR190CD 2015 € 17,50
O'MALLEY, STEPHEN - Eternelle Idole do-LP Shelter Press SP 060 2015
€30,00
VOLCANO THE BEAR - Commencing 5 x LP BOX Miasmah MIALP032 2015 € 90,00
McDOWALL, DREW - Collapse LP DAIS Records 076 2015 € 23,00
TONIUTTI, GIANCARLO & TIZIANO DOMINIGHINI - Counterchronology CD FinalMuzik FME7 2015 € 14,00
BIOSPHERE - Microgravity do-CD Biophon Records BIO3CD 2015 € 25,50
MUSLIMGAUZE - Sycophant of Purdah CD Staalplaat - ARCHIVE NINE 2015 € 14,00
MUSLIMGAUZE - Sulaymaniyah CD Staalplaat - ARCHIVE SEVEN 2015 € 14,00
RAPOON - A pale blue Door BOOK + CD Soleilmoon Recordings SOL 188 CD (lim. 200!) 2015 € 23,00
NURSE WITH WOUND / BLIND CAVE SALAMANDER - Cabbalism I, II, III 3 x CD ICR 78 (limited 3 Cd version!) 2015 € 36,00
pre order: HARRY BERTOIA - Sonambient: Recordings Of Harry Bertoia 11 - CD BOX (Important Records) finally a CD re-issue of the legendary LP series with his metal
sculpture recordings!!! should be available early December !! price: around € 90,00 (to be confirmed)

##########################################################################

DRONE RECORDS Non-Entertaining-Muzak
LABEL and MAIL-ORDER for EXPERIMENTAL DRONE - DARK AMBIENT - TRANSCENDENTAL - INDUSTRIAL & NOISE - ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC - FIELD RECORDINGS - IMPRO - MODERN CLASSIC
shipping-adress: Stefan Knappe Celler Str. 33 28205 Bremen Germany answer-phone: x49-421-7942996
www.substantia-innominata.de VAT-Nr.: DE 811 790 838 payments: bank-transfer IBAN, paypal
www.dronerecords.de / drone@dronerecords.de
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